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Celestial Seasonings sold 
to Lipton, Inc. 

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. and Kraft, Inc. announced early in December that they 
have signed a definite agreement for Lipton to acquire Celestial Seasonings. The 
purchase transaction is expected to be completed after the first of the year pending 
approval by the Federal Trade Commission. Terms of the transaction were not 
disclosed. Lipton is a division of Unilever, a multinational corporation which is one 
of the world's largest consumer products manufacturers. 

Celestial Seasonings, located in Boulder, Colorado, is a manufacturer and 
marketer of herbal and specialty teas in the United States. The company also exports 
its products to several other countries, including Canada, Australia, Great Britian, and 
New Zealand. 

"While Celestial is an excellent, growing business," said Eric Strobel, President 
of the Grocery Products Group of Kraft, "Kraft is selling the company because our 
current objectives call for moving away from the beverage industry." Kraft, Inc. is a 
multinational food company. 

The sale comes four years after Kraft acquired Celestial for about $35 million. 
Industry insiders have speculated about other reasons for the sale. Celestial continued 
to grow and maintain profitability during the four years of Kraft's ownership, but 
Kraft may have found the herb tea market too limited to meet its growth expectations. 
Kraft attempted to capitalize on the Celestial Seasonings name by introducing non
beverage products under the Celestial trademark, apparently without success. 

The move to sell to Lipton's comes during a period of divestitures of other Kraft 
divisions. Last year Kraft sold non-food divisions such as Tupper Ware, West Bend, 
and Hobart and just recently announced the sale of the Dura Cell battery division. 

"Celestial Seasonings will operate as a separate division in Lipton's General 
Management Group," said Blaine Hess, President and CEO of Lipton. "We welcome 
Celestial Seasonings to the Lipton family of fine brands, including Lipton, Lawry's, 
Wish-Bone, Flavor Tree, Good Humor, and SunkisL"O 

Special Report - HERBAL OAT A BASES 
Page 9 

How about a computer data base of information about herbs? Great 
idea? You bet! HerbalGram Co-Editor Rob McCaleb has researched this 
subject and written a special report for HerbalGram readers on the 
development of computer data bases during the past ten years.O 
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MARKET REPORT 
By Fred Hathaway 

We have a delightfully challenging market for buyers. Increased demand every
where, especially in potpourri, is meeting disastrously reduced supply from most 
growing areas. Buyers are called on to be sharply aware of their needs and the nature 
of the market and to be quick and creative in their responses. 

We don't need Chemobyl for our challenges with Eastern European items this 
year: we have the weather. Excellent growing conditions from Spring through 
Summer were followed by a deadly heat wave at harvest Since the entire available 
labor force in Albania and Bulgaria was dedicated to the harvest, there were no 
additional pickers when everything suddenly ripened at the same time. The plants 
withered in field and forest Prices for Dandelion, Plantain, Burdock, Blessed 
Thistle, etc., are substantially up, when they can be had at all. Chickweed and 
Red Clover are simply unavailable. 

Weather is dictating the market for Indian items as well. 'The Northern seed 
growing area is in its third year of drought Fenugreek and Fennel are being 
replaced by product from other countries. Psyllium, which grows in India only, is 
extremely high and not expected to go down anytime soon. The Senna crop, in the 
South of India, is being threatened by very heavy monsoon rains. 

1be first offerings of Chamomile out of Egypt are above last year's closings, 
but no one need look outside this country for large stocks of current crop material at 
good prices. 

Rosehips have recently disappeared off the U.S. market because of demand from 
potpourri manufacturers. Yugoslavian Rosebips are rare in this country but are 
available for shipment at rather high prices. 

The harvest was a little short for many common domestic herbs and roots. The 
new popularity of Sassafras leaves for Cajun cooking, along with very large demand 
by pharmaceutical manufacturers for a few of our domestic botanicals, has focused the 
attention of gatherers on these items - and off other items. When herb gatherers 
came to the forest in large numbers- at the end of the summer to gather Ginseng 
- the dry heat of the season had withered the tops of many of the plants, so roots 
could not be identified, and many tops of most botanicals were unusable. Buying of 
domestics has been very active, indicating that many buyers are aware of the need to 
lay in stocks now or risk having nothing for mid- to late-1988 manufacturing. 

Goldenseal buyers, however, couldn't get to market early enough. High prices 
from last year carried on through the winter and pulled every pound out of warehouses, 
barns, and attics. Summer weather made new collecting difficult At the end of 
summer, prices rising to $250 per pound for Wild Ginseng seduced attention away 
from Goldenseal. Goldenseal is expected to be scarce and increasingly expensive 
for the rest of the year. Buyers should expect to pay a high price and must demand 
assurance of quality. 

Supplies of all forms of Cassia (Cinnamon) will be thin through mid
December, when large arrivals are expected. Manipulations by the Indonesian 
government dictate prices. Cassia pundits advise taking advantage of any dips in 
prices, as generally high prices are expected. 

Cloves are scarce on the spot market now and will continue to be into January. 
First arrivals of new crop in January will cause a price drop. 

Every problem in the market comes to bear on potpourri buyers, who are trying 
to buy twice as many flowers from smaller crops in nearly every growing area. Prices 
are rising everywhere, but the concern is for availability. 

Continued on page 14 
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RESEARCH 
REVIEWS 

Ethnobotany of Saudi Arabia 
Medicinal Plants in Southwestern 

Saudi Arabia were reviewed in an article 
by Dr. Abula-fatih (King Saud U.). 
The plants used are presented alphabeti
cally by family, genus and species. No 
attempt is made to evaluate the rationale 
for the use of the plants, but informa
tion is stated as available on plant 
growth characteristics, habitat, medicin
al uses and chemical components. 
Sixty-one species are listed from 33 
plant families. Some plants are famil
iar, and used for familiar purposes 
(Cassia senna as a laxative, Datura stra
monium for asthma, and familiar uses 
of mint, catnip, yarrow, fennel, fenu
greek and others). There is some inter
esting overlap, such as the use of Zizi
phus and Astragalus, common to Chi
nese medicine, and Withania somnifera, 
{known as Ashwaganda) one of the 
mainstays of Ayurvedic medicine. One 
surprising remedy is the use of a decoc
tion of the roasted ground seed of Coffea 
arabica (coffee) for stomach problems, 
colds, coughs, fevers and tooth-ache. 
As the author points out "this informa
tion should be recorded before it is lost 
with the passing of another generation." 
(Economic Botany 41 (3) 354-60). 

Phytochemical and pharmacological 
studies of Saudi medicinal plants are 
also underway by another group at the 
same university. This study has yielded 
12 articles, the most recent of which is 
in International J. of Crude Drug 
Research 25 (2) 65-71. 

Visionary Sage 
Salvia divinorum is an hallucino

genic species of sage (Lamiaceae or 
mint family) which is used ritually by 
the Mazatec Indians of central Mexico 
to induce visions. An infusion of the 
fresh foliage is used, as it reportedly 
toses its effects when dried. In small 
doses (8-10 leaves) it is used as a tonic 
to regulate excretion, cure anemia. 

headache and rheumatism. In larger 
doses (40-120 leaves), it is a "mild but 
effective hallucinogen." Past research
ers have compared the effects to those of 
morning glory seeds, both possessing 
weaker effects than the hallucinogenic 
mushrooms, also used by the Mazatec 
Indians. The authors, Valdes et al. U. 
of Mich., report the effects probably 
relate to two diteipenes, salvinorins A 
& B. The history and botany of the 
plant are discussed thoroughly, includ
ing some original research on flower 
induction (the plant is an "obligate 
short-day plant" blooming from Nov. to 
Jan.). The authors, after some rodent 
studies to reassure themselves about the 
plant's non-toxicity, drank an infusion 
of the leaves. "Within 30 minutes we 
began to see visions, which lasted for 
several hours. This allowed rapid 
confmnation of the mint's psychotropic 
activity". (Economic Botany 41 (2) 281-
91). 

Anti-diabetic effect of 
American Ginseng 

Oshima, Sato and Hikino (Tohoku 
U.) reported in J. Natural Products (50 
(2) 188-90) on the hypoglycemic 
activity of Panax quinquefo/ius, Ameri
can ginseng. Hikino's group has pub
lished six previous articles on this effect 
in P. ginseng, the Asian variety. The 
water extract (injected ip) significantly 
reduced blood sugar in normal mice. 
Isolation by chromatography yielded 
three glycans, dubbed quinquefolans A, 
B & C. All three showed significant 
hypoglycemic activity on diabetic mice 
(chemically-induced), without changing 
the food intake. Quinquefolan A was 
most active. Incidentally, this is part 
26 on antidiabetic drugs, and part 116 
on the validity of Oriental medicines. 
Maybe soon Western doctors and 
scientists will start taking this stuff 
seriously? 

More Antltumors 
Perhaps we fail to report it often 

enough, but there are always articles on 
new antitumor agents being found in 
plants. None have gained any special 
prominence, presumably because they 
do not outshine current chemotherapy 

agents. The search continues: 
Cytotoxic steroids from Gelsemium 
sempervirens (Yeh Schun & G. Cordell, 
ibid p 195); A new cytotoxic cardiac 
glycoside from Maquira calophylla (J. 
Rovinski eta/. ibid. p 211); Ostopanic 
acid from Ostodes paniculata (M. Ham
burger et al. ibid. p 281); and Cytotoxic 
flavanols from Gutierrezia microcephala 
(Xiao-Ping Dong et al. ibid. p 337) are 
all reported in a single issue of JNP. 

Antipsychotic Surprise: 
Licorice for Depression? 

Psychiatric patients with mild or 
severe depression are often treated with 
MAO (monoamine oxidase) inhibitors. 
Tanaka et al. (Kyoto U.) have tested the 
extracts of 81 Chinese drugs for MAO 
inhibition, and recently reported two 
active compounds from Glycyrrhiza 
uralensis roots. This plant, a species of 
licorice, is a major medicinal plant in 
Chinese Traditional Medicine. The ac
tive compounds have already been 
shown to have antispasmodic and anti
ulcer activity. This research - in 
addition to finding the MAO inhibiting 
effects of this plant - delved into the 
"structure-activity" relationship in 
MAO inhibitors. While this discussion 
gets a bit too technical for Herba/Gram, 
one derivative of the plant extract 
proved to be 450 times as effective as a 
standard MAO inhibitor. (Pianta Med
ica, 53 (1) 5-8). 

More Gems From Planta 
Twenty water-soluble mucilages 

were tested for hypoglycemic activity. 
"Considerable activity was obselved for 
most of the mucilages" from the Malv
aceae (mallow family) plants Althea 
(marsh mallow), Abelmoschus (musk 
mallow), okra and Hibiscus (2 species), 
plantago (psyllium, several species) 
(Tomoda et al. ibid. 8-12). Compounds 
from Vilis vinifera (wine grapes) and 
Cupressus sempervirens showed weak 
inhibitory effects against Angiotensin I 
Converting Enzyme. "Although they 
cannot be classified as specific anti
hypertension agents, these products not 

Continued on next page 
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only have an angioprotective action but 
also a slight effect on the moderation of 
arterial pressure, which is all the more 
interesting since they are always admin
istered as long tenn treatments." (M 
Meunier et al. ibid. 12-15). Sitoin
doside-IV from the vegetable banana 
Musa paradisiaca significantly mobil
ized and activated peritoneal macro
phages. The antiulcer activity of the 
compound has previously been shown, 
and this study targeted the mode of 
action. The compound appears to 
activate the body's natural defenses and 
wound-healing process. It did not 
exhibit the anti-androgenic effect of our 
#1 antiulcer drug, cimetidine {which 
causes a reduction in the weight of the 
testes) (S. Chattopadhyay et al. ibid. 16-
18). 

More Thai Food, Please! 
As a Capsicum fan from way back, 

I have a personal affection for blazing 
hot Thai food This next item caught 
my eye, another reason to conswne 
more. That spicy chunk of wood in 
some Thai soups, cturies and other 
oriental dishes is galanga root (Aipinia 
ga/anga). It has both antiulcer activity 
and antitumor effects (Itokawa et al. 
ibid. 32-3). 

As Predicted: More Anti
malarials 

Herba/Gram readers have followed 
the news on Artemisia annua, the 
source of a non-alkaloidal drug effective 
against chloroquine-resistant malaria. 
Scientists have long ignored any reputed 
antimalarials which contained no 
alkaloids. Now, predictably, the search 
is on for more overlooked drugs. Lee et 
al. (U. N. Carolina) now report another 
Chinese malaria treatment, "Ya Tan 
Tzu" (Brucea javanica) contains an 
active antimalarial, brusatol. The 
component has already been shown to 
have antileukemic properties. J. Nat. 
Prod. 50(5), 847-51. 0 
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catalog of Pub/lcstlons- Offered 
by the National Center for Homeopathy. 
a national, non-profit, public member
ship organization for the promotion of 
homeopathy. Includes over 80 leaflets 
and books. National Center for 
Homeopathy, 1500 Massachusetts 
Ave. N.W., Suite41, Washington, D.C. 
20005. 2021223-6182. 

Horticunural Prints and Posters 
Culinary herbs, wedding herbs, New 
England wild flowers, and others by 
artist Gary Milek. Brochure from Arts & 
Flowers of Cedar Hill Farm, Hunt Road, 
R.R. #1, Box 1066, Windsor, VT 05089-
9728. 

American Herb Association's 
Source Guide to Mall Order Herb 
Products- Seventeen page leaflet 
with 250 resources listed for four major 
categories of mail order herbal 
products, including dried and fresh 
herbs and essential oils; plants, seeds, 
gardening books; medicinal herb 
products; and herbal gift and body care 
items. $3.50 postpaid from AHA, PO 
Box 353, Rescue, CA. 95672. 

Evening Primrose 011 Bibliog
raphy Update -This up-date of 
116 references consists primarily of in
press and recently-published additions 
to the February 1986 edition of the 
Evening Primrose Oil (EPO) Bibliog
raphy. A few older references which 
were unintentionally omitted from the 
February '86 edition are also included. 
Efamol Research Institute, P.O. Box 
818, Kentville, N.S., Canada B4N 4HB. 

Medicina Biologics Catalog -
Recent European publications in the 
area of herbs, homeopathy, natural 
therapies. Write: Medicina Biologica, 
Dept. M., 4830 N.E. 32nd Ave., 
Portland, OR 97211. 

Aids to Herb Plant Sales -
Growth and use of herbs point-of
purchase giveaway sheet and set of 18 
well-designed attractive styrene display 
signs for herb plant merchandisers. 
Available from T. OeBaggio, ltd., 923 N. 
Ivy St., Arlington, VA 22201. 7031243-
2498. 

Herbs/views -A non-subscription 
publication researched and written by 
Barbara Bobo featuring full-length 
interviews of botanicophiles to keep you 
informed with "first hand• insights. 
Views of three experts (Jeanne Rose, 
Kurt Schnaubelt, Ph.D., and the Lloyd 
Library), available at $5.00 each. 
Herbalviews, 1920 Apple Road, St. 
Paris, OH 43072. 

Ayurvedic Herb Chart - A lamin
ated color chart 1 0 112· x 13•. including 
50 -western· herbs plus 3 Ayurvedic 
herbs and their properties according to 
the Ayurvedic system of healing in 
India. Includes explanatory material on 
herb energetics, glossary, and human 
physical constitutional types. Edited by 
Yoga of Herbs author David Frawley. 
$5.95, Lotus Press. P.O. Box 6265, 
Santa Fe, NM 87502. 

Herbs/ Oats Base Software -
Search by key word; search for dosage, 
herbs, warnings. HOMEHERB program 
asks for condition, herbal property 
desired, body system affected or all 
three; PROHERB program is an 
expanded version for health profes
sionals, an herbal specialist in a box ; 
ADDHERB allows you to add your own 
research to the PROHERB program. 
Available for PC, Macintosh, ST com
puters. Steve Blake, SR1 Box 35, 
Haiku, Hl96708. 8081242-4100. (See 
data base article, page 9.) 0 

Quotables 

-we give all these (ancient) cultures 
credit for knowing what in their environ
ment is edible, and what is toxic. Why 
in the world don't we give them credit for 
knowing what is medicinal?• - Dr. James 
A. Duk9 5187. 

"Given the choice between a synthetic 
and a natural remedy, I'll invariably 
choose the natural.· - Dr. James A. 
Duke5187. 

·1 would consider any plant in the 
Chin9se Medical Pharmacopoeia to be 
safe and effective within the context of 
usage in China:- Professor Norman R. 
Farnsworth 7187. 

"In '83, 25% of prescription drugs were 
still extracted from higher plants. $12 
Billionlyr retail.·- Professor Norman R. 
Farnsworth 7187. 
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October 6, 1987 through February 7, 1988-
Scents of Time: Reflections of Fragrance and 
Society. Exhibition organized by Museum of the City of New 
York in association with Designgroup with the support of The 
Fragrance Foundation. Itinerary after exhibition leaves New 
York: National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, 
D.C., Mar. 2 to Apr. 22, 1988; Museum of Science and 
Industry, Chicago, June 25, 1988 to Sept. 7, 1988; California 
Museum of Science and Industry, Los Angeles, Oct. 2, 1988 to 
Jan. 2, 1989; Southwest Museum of Science and Technology, 
Dallas, Feb. 2, to May 2, 1989. 

December 7-9,1987 -International Workshop on 
Tissue Culture and Biotechnology of Medicinal and 
Aromatic Plants, Central Institute of Medicinal and Aromatic 
Plants, (ClAMP) Lucknow, India. Contact: Dr. R. S. Thakur, 
Chairman, Organizing Committee, ClAMP, Post Bag No. 1, RSM 
Nagar Post Office, Lucknow- 226 016, India. Phone: 75088 or 
71170. 

January 24-31, 1988- 39th Brazilian Botanical 
Conference: Alternatives to Deforestation 
~onference, Belem, Brazil. Contact: Pedro Luiz Braga 
L1sboa, Museu Goeldi, C.P. 399,66.000, Belem-Para Brazil. 
Phone: 0911228-2341, ext. 55. 

March 9 ·13, 1988- Eleventh Annual Conference 
Society of Ethnoblology, Mexico City, Mexico. (Notk:e 
date change since previous listing in Herba/Gram 13) Abstracts 
of papers must be received by Feb. 1, 1988. Papers presented 
only by members of the Society. Lodging at Centro lnterameri
cano de Estudios de Seguridad Social (CIESS). Simultaneous 
translations of oral presentations. Local field trips. Contact: 
Jan Timbrook, Ethnobiology Conference, Santa Barbara 
Museum of Natural History, 2550 Puesta del Sol Road, Santa 
Barba~a, CA 93105 USA 805/682-4711 or Robert Bye, Jardin 
Botamco, U.N.A.M., Apdo. Post. 70-614, 04510 Mexico D.F., 
Mexico phone: 550-5831. 

April 23124, 1988- Ninth Annual Conference and 
Trade Sh~w of the Hydroponic Society of America, 
Presentations address Chinese hydroponics, commercial 
hydro-systems, environmental effects, aero-hydroponics, root 
d1seases, a~ more. Plus panel discussion on growing sub
str~tes. ?nsite tours of hydro-farms prior to conference; pre
registratiOn a must. Location: San Francisco Clarion Hotel 401 
E. M~lbrae Ave., Milbrae, CA 94030. Special air rates; hot~l 
reqwes 3-week advance booking. Contact: Scott Korney 
HSA, Box 6067, Concord, Ca 94524. 415/682-4193. ' 

April23- May 12,1988- A Journey to the Source 
of Herbal Wisdom (Greece)- Travel with Juliette de Bairacli 
Levy, Rosemary Gladstar, Christopher Hobbs and Svevo 
Brooks while learning herbology, hydrotherapy, and natural 
health practices in one of the most healthful cl imates in the 
world. Write or call the California School of Herbal Studies 
P.O. Box 39, Forestville, CA 95436. 707/887-7457. ' 

May 28 -June 5, 1988-Chicago International Festival of 
Flowers and Gardens, Navy Pier. Focus on real~ies of urban 
gardeni09 in the '80s. Outdoor qarden promenade includes herb 
gardens, International gardens, Art in Flower" creations, and 
Marketplace, (~xhibi!ors invited). Prt?iected attendance 100,000. 
Contact: Cynthia Quick, Managu:19 Director, The lakeside 
Group, 600 N. McClurg Court, ChJCaQO, IL 60611 . 3121787-
6858. 

June 3-4, 1988- Sixth International Congress on 
Medicinal Plants, Angers, W. France. Contact: Professor 
J. Bruneton, U.E.R. des Sciences Medicales et Pharmacaeuti
ques, Unversite D'Angers, Section Pharmacie, 16, Boulevard 
Daviers, 49000 Angers, W. France. 

June 19 • 22, 1988 -International Herb Growers & 
Marketers Association (IGHMA) Conference and 
Trade Show, Baton Rouge, LA. Contact: Maureen Buerle, 
IHGMA, P.O. Box 281, Silver Springs, PA 17575. 717/684-
om. 

July 17-20, 1988- Third Annual National Herb 
Growing & Marketing Conference. Hyatt Regency, 
Louisville, KY. Co-sponsored by Purdue University and the 
University of Kentucky. Contact Laura Clavio or Dr. Jim Simon, 
Horticultural Bldg., Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
47907. 317/494-1328. 

July 17 • 21, 1988- American Society of 
Phamacognosy joint meeting with Japan Society 
of Pharmacognosy. •International Research Congress on 
Natural Products•. Theme - ·New Directions and Methods in 
Natural Products Research: Contact: Joy B. Reighard, Ph.D., 
Editor, Temple University School of Pharmacy, 3307 N. Broad 
St., Philadelphia, PA 19140 U.S.A. 

August 6- 12, 1988- Society for Economic 
Botany Annual Conference. U.C. Davis. In conjunction 
with the American Institute of Biological Sciences. 

September 16-18, 1988-7th Annual Breltenbush 
Herbal Retreat. Contact the California School of Herbal 
Studies. Box 39, Forestville, CA 95436. 707/887-7457. 

October 23-26, 1988-"New Crops: a national 
symposium• sponsored by Purdue University and the American 
Society for Horticultural Science. Indianapolis. Contact: Dr., 
James E. Simon (317/494-1328) or Dr. Jules Janick, 
Horticulture Department, Purdue University. 0 
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FATHER NATURE'S FARMACV: The Mint Family 
© 1987 James A. Duke, Herbal Vineyard, Fulton MD 20759 
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!T(psemary 
RosmariniLS off 
HD=30mg/kg 

Active ingredients (ppm) 
Borneol (120470) 
Camphor (539-2,910) 
Carvacrol 
Carvone 
1,8-Cineole (852-5,120) 
EO (4,000-19,000) 
Epirosmanol 
Glycolic Acid 
Isorosmanol 
Linalool (40-120) 
alpha-Pinene (1,030-
3,226) 
Rosmaric Acid 
Rosmanol 
Safrole (32-95) 
Terpinen-4-ol (10-520) 
Thymol 
Ursoiic Acid (39,000) 

l 
l 
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Sage 
Salvia officinalis 

Borneol (140-2,636) 
Bornyl Acetate (57-656) 
Camphor (28-1410) 
Camosic Acid 

1,8-Cineole (550-5, 410) 
p-Cyrnene (81-324) 
EO (7,000-20,000) 
Labiatic Acid 
Linalool (1,191-3,500) 
alpha-Pinene (30-856) 
Rosmaric Acid (2,000) 
Salvin 
T~~l (29-1018) 
Thymol 
Ursolic Acid (21,000) 

HD=10-20 mglkg 

Some Active Ingredients In Mints 
Borneol (LDLo 2,000 mg.lkg pesticidal and medicinal 

orally in rabbits) propenies. 
Bomyl Acelate: Insectifuge Epirosmanol: Antioxidant 
Caffeic Acid: Antitumor, Glycolic Acid: Diuretic 

choleretic, hep110tropic Isorosmanol: Antioxidant 
Camphor (l.Dl.o 900 mg./kg ipr in Labiatic Acid: Antioxidant 

rats): Analgesic, anesthetic, Linalool (LD50 2,790 mg./kg 
antiseptic, antipruritic, orally in rats): 
cumi.native, deliriant, Anticonvulsant, antiseptic 
emetic, rubefacient, stimulant alpha-Pinene: Allelochernic, 

Camosic Acid: antioxidant beetle-attraclant, expeaorant 
Cuv.aol (LDSO 810 mg.lkg Rosmaric Acid: Antioxidant 

orally in rats): Anthelmintic, Safrole (IDSO 1,950 mglkg orally 
antiseptic, fungicide, tracheo- in rats): Anesthetic, 
relaxant antiseptic 

Carvcne (IDSO 1640 mg./kg Salvin: Bactericide 
orally in rats): Canninative, Terpinen-4-ol (LDSO 4,300 mglkg 
eNS-stimulant, insecticide orally in rats): 

1,8-Cineole (l.DSO 2,480 mglkg Antiallergenic, 
orally in rats): antiasthmatic, antiseptic, 
Antibronchitic, antitussive, bactericide, 
antiluyngitic, expectorant, fungicide, 
antipharyngitic, antirhinilic, insectifuge 
expectorant, insectifuge Thymol (LDSO 980 mglkg orally 

p-Cymene (LDSO 4,750 mglkg in rats}: Bactericide, 
orally in mice): Fungicide, fungicide, larvicide, 
insectifuge lnlcheorelaxant, vermicide 

EO (Essential Oil): Most essential Ursolic Acid: Antimmor (ED=50 
oils are toxic in large mg.lkg), diuretic 
quantities and have many 
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Savory 
Satureja montana 

Borneol 
Carvacrol (420-1,725) 
Carvone 
1,8-Cineoie 
p-Cymene (150-667) 
EO (1,50-2,300) 
Linalool (105-1,1.244) 
alpha-Pinene 
Rosmaric Acid (3,000) 
Terpinen-4-ol 
Ursolic Acid 

HD;, 30 mg/kg 

l 
l 

_) 
J 

fJTiyme 
ThymlLS vulgaris 

Active ingredients (ppm) 
Borneol (15-520) 

Caffeic Acid 

Carvacrol (800-18,720) 
1,8-Cineole (146-1,170) 
p-Cyrnene (146-20,800) 
EO (7,000-26,000) 

(ED=6-22 mglkg) 
Linalool (1,800-17,420) 
alpha-Pinene (15-520) 
Rosmaric Acid (6,000) 
Terpinen-4-ol (73-8,320) 
Thymol (15-16,900) 
Ursolic Acid (15,000) 

HD=l0--20 mg/kg 

Author's Notes 
(Author's note: If an herb is 

reported to contain 0.5-1.5% 
essential oil on a dry weight 
basis, and the essential oil is said 
to conlain 20-40% carvacrol, I 
would ca101late a potential range 
of 5,000 to 15,000 ppm for the 
EO (essential oil) and a range of 
1,000 to 6,000 for the carvacrol, 
the latter range determined by 
multiplying the lowest values for 
the low range, the highest values 
for the high ranges. On the other 
hand, if a source merely lists that 
3% of the plant (assumed dry) was 
carvacrol, it would get a simple 
30,000 ppm, 30% meaning 
300,000 ppm. These assumptions 
are rough, because often the 
essential oils are taken from one 
source, the component 
percenlages for the essential oils 
from another source. Values 
recovered as trace in 

my sources were assigned values 
of 1 ppm automatically. Where 
the source gave cwnulative values, 
e.g. carvacrol plus thymol = 
30,000 ppm, I automatically gave 
each the value of 15,000. 

S<H:all.ed HD's (Historical 
Dosage) are included for 
comparative and historical 
information only, mostly derived 
from Hager's Handbook or the 
25th Dispensatory. More often 
than not, especially with the tea
type herbs (sage, rosemary, or 
thyme), daily dosage was given as 
ca 1 gram or 1,000 mg., with no 
reference to body weight. I have 
consistently assumed that such a 
dose was intended for a 50 kg 
subject. and translated the dosage 
accordingly to 20 mglkg or 20 
milligrams per kilogram of body 
weight. (I weigh 110 kilograms 
right now, meaning my dosage, 
were I foolish enough to self
diagnose and self-medicate, would 
be 20 x 110 or 2,200 mg, ca. 
1/10 ounce.) 

• LDLo = Lowest dose 
proven lethal in experimental 

animals. - J AD. 0 



MEDIA 
WATCH 

NOV A Airs "The Hidden 
Power of Plants" 

One of the most exciting and 
educational herbal events that has ever 
been witnessed by the American people 
was the airing of the NOV A episode 
"The Hidden Power of Plants" on 
Public Television October 20 this year. 
With a meticulously researched and 
written script and a beautifully prepared 
film, this will no doubt become a 
classic in herbal education. Starting 
with the premise that "The history of 
medicine has been largely the story of 
plants and the potent chemicals they 
produce," this video travels from the 
Amazon Rain Forest to India's tradition
al medicine of Ayurveda (8000 prescrip
tions used by half a billion people), to 
China, where over 1000 prescriptions 
based on the natural chemistry of plants 
have been used for thousands of years. 
The film acknowledges that over 80% 
of the world's people use traditional 
medicine and thus herbal remedies. For 
instance, the Bedouins use anise seeds 
for asthma. 

The program includes interviews 
with leading plant scientists including 
Professor Norman R. Farnsworth 
(University of Illinois), Professor 
Richard E. Schultes (Hmvard), and Mark 
Plotkin (World Wildlife Fund). Notes 
Professor Schultes (who has spent over 
17 years collecting over 24,000 plants 
in the Amazon), the Amazon contains 
over 80,000 plant species; there are 
only about 19,000 in the U.S. A dis
cussion of the need for pharmaceutical 
companies to renew interest in plant 
medicines in entwined with the concern 
with rapidly vanishing rain forests and 
plant extinctions. (See HerbalGram 
#II for an article on this crucial issue.) 
Says Botanist Plotkin, "We must 
remember that Mother Nature not only 
synthesized the thousands of plant 
chemicals, she synthesized us as well!" 
Written transcripts are available from 
NOVA, Box 322, Boston, MA 02134. 

Herbs In Medical Seff-care 
A lengthy, comprehensive article 

on herbs appeared in the March-April 
'87 issue of Medical Self Care, an excel
lent publication promoting responsible 
health care tips and the general philos
ophy that consumers are responsible 
for their own health. This 10-year old 
magazine, founded by Tom Ferguson. 
MD., has a circulation of about 
100,1XXl. Credit must be given to edi
tor Michael Castleman for his attempt 
to write an in-depth article on the cur
rent herb scene and various aspects of 
self-medication with herbs. The article 
"How to Use Herbal Medicines Safely" 
carries the following subheading: "To 
use herbal medicines intelligently, you 
must become an informed consumer." 
How true! 1bat's what many in the 
herb industry and many herbalists have 
been saying for years. 

Castleman's article notes the large 
increase in public herb usage and the 
move toward manufacture of some herb 
products as OTC (Over The Counter) 
drugs. He rates 18 herbs according to 
Jim Duke's safety system in which an 
herb's safety is compared to a cup of 
coffee. Some good resources are 
offered for further education. (Unfortun
ately, Herba/Gram is somehow omitted. 
although the article twice makes refer
ence to the Spring 81 issue of Herb 
News, Herba/Gram's prOOec.essor.) 

Regarding safety, the article pre
sents various opinions on the use of 
herbs, citing statements from Professor 
Norman Farnsworth, Professor Varro E. 
Tyler (The Honest Herbal), People's 
Pharmacy author Joe Graedon, and HRF 
President Rob McCaleb. Regrettably, 
several page-top headers carry a some
what alarmist tone. (Ex "Such com
mon herbs as Chamomile, Licorice, 
Pennyroyal and Goldenseal have alleg
edly caused allergy attacks, miscar
riages, convulsions, paralysis, and even 
death!" (Ed- Exclamation point mine.) 
It's too bad this type of statement is 
presented here, as it really does no good 
except to make people overly cautious 
(if that is possible.) We are getting 
tired of explaining the story about the 
one person in all of medical history 
who ever is reported to having had an 
allergic reaction to chamomile. 
Extremely insignificant considering that 
about 1 million cups of chamomile tea 
are drunk each day around the world! 

Color photos of some popular 
herbs accompany this article. Unfortun
ately, the herb labelled "Echinacea" 
appears to be the leafless twigs typical 
of "Ephedra" or MaHuang in Chinese, 
the source of the drug ephedrine. Close, 
but no cigar. But, then, the names both 
do begin with an "E." 

At any rate, we do agree with one 
of the article's page headers: "The truth 
about herb safety lies somewhere be
tween the lDlqualified endorsements in 
some herbals and the dire warnings in 
the medical journals." Yet another good 
reason to read HerbalGram! 

Botanist Duke Profiled 
Teacher, lecturer, researcher, prolif

ic author of nearly two dozen scholarly 
tomes on such subjects as the healing 
plants of China* (two volumes), the 
energy potential of plants (four vol
umes), foraging for food (a manuscript 
which has just gone to the printer), and 
a volume of ribald herbalist doggerel 
entitled Herbalbum. * Dr. Jim Duke's 
fascination with the world of plants 
goes back over half a century to pre
school days in Birmingham. There he 
was befriended by a neighbor who took 
him on long walks through the hills 
and taught him to identify wild flora. 

As a student at Chapel Hill, he 
could identify more native flora than 
most of his biology instructors. He has 
worlced for the Missouri Botanical Gar
dens, studying the flora of Panama; the 
Agricultural Research Service at Belts
ville, MD, conducting work on tropical 
ecology in Puerto Rico; Batelle Insti
tute conducting a two-and-<me-half year 
study in Panama and Columbia, where 
he collected 50 plant species previously 
unknown to science (and where he was 
dubbed Flower White Witch Docur 
Gringo by the natives). In 1971, he 
returned to the USDA Research Center 
at Beltsville, where be became Chief of 
Plant Taxonomy, studying plants of eco
nornicvalue all over the world.. In 1m 
he was named Chief of the Medicinal 
Plant Resources l..alxntay where his 
strong interest in helbs took root. He 
received a Cutty Sark science award in 

Continued on next page 
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Chaparral and Mosquito 
Longevity 

Louisville biochemist Jotm P. 
Richie, Jr., has almost doubled the 
average life span of female mosquitos 
(from 29 to 45 days) through the use of 
nordihyudroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) 
derived from the desen creosote bush 
(also known as chapparal Larrea spp). 
His experiments tested the effect of 
NOOA on free radicals (chemically 
active molecules or atoms) which cause 
mutations in DNA. which may be 
responsible for some aspects of the 
aging process. There are many theories 
of aging, but now the free radical theory 
has an advantage over the rest the evi
dence of about 1,200 long-lived mosqui
toes that have spent their extra days of 
life in Richie's laboratory. (Discover, 
Jan. 1987. p. 13) [Ed. note - This 
research is referred to in the newly 
published The New Honest Herbal by 
Professor Varro E. Tyler (1987, Geo. F. 
Stickley Co.) who suggests that such a 
life extension property should be the 
subject of further scientific research.] 

"Cayenne" Obsolete 
"Cayenne" is one of the common 

names for red pepper (Capsicumfrutes
cens). It is widely used in Mexican 
sauces, Indian currys, and other spicy 
foods, in meat packing and food proces
sing, and is popular in herbal remedies. 
Cayenne or red pepper is hot and spicy 
due to the presence of capsaicin, a 
component of the oleoresin in the fruit 

The tenn "cayenne" is derived from 
the geographical area Cayenne - the 
capital of French Guiana in South Amer
ica, where these peppers originated. In 
the Spice Trade, "cayenne" has tradition
ally referred to the hottest peppers. To
day, many red peppers are being impor
ted from Pakistan, China, and areas 
other than Guiana Consequently, the 
American Spice Trade Association says 
that the tenn "cayenne" is actually 
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misleading, and will be disappearing 
from the spice shelves in supennarlcets. 
The tenn will be replaced by the desig
nation "red pepper" since although a 
product has been named "cayenne" in 
commerce, it could be any red pepper 
and not necessarily the genuine red pep
per from Cayenne. (New York Times, 
July 29, 87). 

Mood-elevating Bananas 
Are you on a downer? Eat a 

banana So says Prof. Volker Pudel of 
Goettingen University. Mood is strong
ly affected by diet, claims Pudel, and the 
banana helps the brain produce the chem
ical serotonin, which stimulates nerve 
endings in the brain that inspire joy, 
calm, or sleepiness; even reduce pain. 

His discovery may help explain 
why people on diets often feel miser
able. "They eat lots of protein-packed 
things such as yogun and soft cheese, 
but suddenly have a desperate craving 
for something sweet," he says. While 
protein is good for body builders, it 
does not allow the brain to produce 
enough serotonin. Research at the Max 
Planck Institute in Munich showed the 
more carbohydrates people consume, the 
more serotonin is produced and the 
higher their spirits tend to be. (LA 
Times Service/Austin Ameircan
Statesman)O 

MEDIA WATCH 
from preceding page 

1981 in recognition of his role in the 
herbal "renaissance," this award pre
sented just as USDA plant research fund
ing dried up. 

USDA moved Duke to the study of 
energy-producing plant species, then to 
the gennplasm introduction and evalua
tion laboratory where he continues to 
work, doing narcotics-related work so 
sensitive that neither he nor USDA will 
talk about it 

Duke remains fascinated by the 
world of medicinal plants. "I want to 
go out on the stump to talk about medi
cinal herbs," he said. "There's no 
money in research on this because the 
drug company can't protect it We turn 

our backs, go for the patents. We'd be 
better off looking for folk remedies than 
new chemicals. Russia. China. Korea, 
and Japan have serious programs in 
these areas. We could learn something 
from them." (Washington Post, April 
21, 1987) [Ed. note- This well 
written article by Ward Sinclair about 
the prolific Dr. Duke was distributed by 
the Washington Post News Service and 
was subsequently printed in many major 
dailies throughout the country.] * Re
viewed in Herba/Gram book section. 

Bestways and Ginseng 
Our congratulations to the Best

ways editorial staff and to author 
Subhuti Dharmananda, Ph.D., a mem
ber of the HRF Advisory Board, for 
what is probably one of the best articles 
on Ginseng to appear in a consumer 
publication in recent memory. The 
December '87 issue of Bestways recent-
ly arrived in our office and we were grati
fied to find an anicle of considerable 
length and detail. 

Author Dhannananda has been 
studying Chinese tonic herbs for over 
10 years, has made several trips to Chi
na, and is the author of a book and nu
merous anicles on Chinese herbs. He 
writes with great authority and covers a 
wide range of ginseng's phannacological 
considerations: Ginseng for Sports 
Perfonnance, Immune System Studies, 
and Ginseng's Effects on the Honnonal 
System. Most of the research cited is 
from the Orient, where most Ginseng 
research is being conducted. 

The anicle includes a discussion of 
the various active constituents of Gin
seng, and a detailed section on Ginseng 
usage. Different varieties of Ginseng 
are explained, along with recommended 
dosages, substitute or adjunct herbs to 
be used with Ginseng, and even classic 
Ginseng herbal combinations. With so 
many inadequately researched articles 
and negative anicles popping up in the 
popular and medical press these days -
usually written by people with little or 
no experience with the herb - it is 
refreshing and even necessary that 
articles like those of Dr. Dhannananda 
be published and read. 0 



Special Report: HERBAL DATA BASES 
By Rob McCaleb 

Here's a great idea, perhaps one you've considered: how about a computer data base of information about herbs? It could include all 
kinds of relevant scientific infonnation, and perhaps some folklore as well. The data base could be searched by plant, by 
pharmacological effect, etc. This is, after all, the /nfonnaJion Age. Well a great idea is not about to go unnoticed or unaplored, 
and this one hasn't either. This article will discuss current events in herbal data bases. 

Within the past 10 years, several plant-medicine based data 
bases have been established or attempted, but the idea goes 
back further than this. Major scientific works, including those 
about plant drugs, are routinely included in some of the scienti
fic data bases which have been in existence since the early 
seventies. The best sources of such articles online (available 
by modem) are: 
• CA Search: Online version of the Chemical Abstracts (only 
bibliographic citations, no abstracts) covers much of the infor
mation available from the world technical press, 1967-present 
• BIOSIS: Online version of Biological Abstracts, less 
inclusive than CA, but with abstracts, 1969-present 
• CAB Abstracts: Primarily agricultural information from the 
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, includes horticulture 
abstracts, plant pathology, weed abstracts, soils and fertilizers, 
etc. 1972-present 
• MEDLINE: Online version of the Index Medicus, this is a 
fairly low-cost data base with good abstracts. 1966-present 

All of these and hundreds of other data bases are available 
through data base vendors like DIALOO (1-800-3-DIALOO). 
But these are not specifically herb data bases; they just happen 
to contain information on botanicals because it gets published 
in a journal that they cover. 1be idea of a data base dedicated to 
botanicals was (I think) firSt implemented by Dr. N. Farns-
worth in NAPRALERT (NAtural PRoducts ALER1). This 
data base is not yet searchable online (from your computer ter
minal), but contains a wealth of medicinal plant information, 
primarily funded by the National Cancer Institute (NCI), World 
Health Organization (WHO), National Sciences Foundation, 
and the University of Illinois. Searches can be obtained by 
writing NAJ>RALERT, Box 6998, Chicago, IL 60680. 

So What's New? 
Many people feel there is still a need for a specialized 

botanicals data base, and there is activity on new data bases. 
NCI has approved a project to establish a data base of 
international medicinal information on plants, including folk 
medicinal use. The two major contenders for that project are 
Dr. Farnsworth's U. of Illinois group, whose data base is called 
MEDFLOR, and Dr. Albert Leung's group, whose data base is 
called PHYTO-MED. Both groups include some of the leading 
professionals in the business, and both will doubtless be of 
excellent quality. It is a pity that they must compete for a 
single contract, rather than working together, but such is the 
way of things. 

In the late 1970s a graduate student at Michigan Technolog
ical University, Thomas Naegele developed a data base in the 
(fairly obscure) SNOBOL language. The data base focused on 

the Great Lakes area and its data was ultimately published in 
Edible and Medicinal Plants of the Great LAJces (self published 
and out of print). The book is excellent and the database was 
searchable by plant (latin or common), genus, family, habitat, 
time of year collected, diseases treated, pharmacological action, 
and other indexes. This would allow one to search out all the 
local plants which could be used for urinary infections, and 
found in summer in a marshy area HRF considered attempting 
to revive this data base, but lacking funding, allowed the propo
sal to drop. 

Currently, in addition to the NCI project, there are several 
groups working toward a data base. John Bastyr College in 
Seattle, and Wild Rose College in Canada are both computer
izing information on medicinal plants. HRFs bibliographer is 
working on a project NNFA (National Nutritional Foods 
Association) is computerizing product information in the 
Natural Foods industry, which will include herb information. 
Several others are also working on computer data base projects, 
and needless to say, we wish them luck. 

One of the most troublesome aspects of this kind of 
project is funding. Those who have attempted to marlcet profes
sional information on herbs have been frustrated by a lack of 
interest HRF is acutely aware of this due to a surprisingly 
limited response to our own litecature searching capabilities. 
HRF does not currently use much computer bibliographic 
retrieval, mainly because the information is so limited (mostly 
1970 to present). Much of the scientific work on herbs was 
done before this, though current research continues. It appears 
that few consumers - or herb companies - will pay foc 
scientific information. Scientists have also shown little 
interest in such a service, let alone the popular or scientifiC 
press. While we feel consumers and health professionals might 
welcome, and benefit from, readily searchable hetb infoonation, 
we have to question whether this venture will ever prove 
profitable to those who pursue it 0 

(Editor's note · One development in the herb dalabase field 
is a grOilp of floppy disk·based programs designed to work on 
IBM, Maclnrosh, and Atari ST home compuJos. HOME-HERB 
(for home use by anyone), PROHERB and ADDHERB have a 
dmabase of 72 popular herbs and fo171111las, accessed by key 
words for the herb, disease or condilion, organ affected, or 
chemical ingredient. PROHERB has been designed for health 
professionals, and includes the reference code and page nwnber 
for further study, while ADDHERB allows insertion of new 
material and references by the user. {See Access for more 
information.] With the difficulty in finding on·line services, 
home disk-based data bases may just be what the herbalist 
ordered! - M.B .) 
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BOOK 
REVIEWS 

Edible Wild Plants of the 
Prairie: An Ethnobotanlcal 
Guide- Kindscher, Kelly. 1987. 276 
pps. illus. University Press of Kansas. 
Available from The Prairie Company, 
RL 2, Box 394 A, Lawrence, KS 
66044. Paperback, $9.95; hardcover, 
$24.95. Add $1.50 for shipping. 

While a book about edible plants 
may seem out of the realm of herbal 
literature, such is not the case with 
Kindscher's book. The book was 
inspired from an eight-day hike by the 
author in the summer of 1983 across 
the Great Plains from centtal Kansas to 
the Rocky Mountains, covering 690 
miles. Eighty-two species are covered, 
including entries for common names; a 
list of Indian names with explanations 
of their etymology; a section on 
scientific names also explaining the 
word origin, all offering insights into 
the relation of the names to uses of 
plants. Clear botanical descriptions are 
useful for identifying the plants in the 
volume. The entty on habitat is 
accompanied by a range map showing 
the plant's distribution. ''Parts used" 
describes not only the plant part, but its 
preparations as well. The extensive list
ing of food use contains not only refer
ences from the ethnobotanicalliterature, 
but Kindscher's own experience in 
preparing and using the plants. 

An appealing aspect is the refer
encing of each entty with the author, 
year, and page number of the work 
cited. As most of the ethnobotanies 
referred to in the work also treat medi
cinal uses, these concise references lead 
one directly to original source material 
containing medicinal information. The 
author gives us insights into additional 
uses for the plant, such as fiber and 
energy potential, and tells about cwrent 
research exploring modem uses for the 
plants. All of this is followed by clear, 
concise cultivation information. 

The book is more than just another 
edible wild plant guide. It is a survey 
of the plant's history, etymology, and 
future potential Woven throughout the 
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text are valuable morsels of one of the 
most well-docwnented, but often neglec
ted economic floras of North America 
- that of the Great Plains. The book, 
though set up as a reference, can be read 
cover-to-cover. The personality pro
files of each plant are complete, though 
medicinal information is largely absent 
1bis volume whets one's appetite for 
the author's forthcoming work on medi
cinal plants of the prairie. - Reviewed 
by Steven Foster. 

Chinese Herbal Patent 
Fonnulas - A Practical Guide. 
Fratkin, Jake, with special chapter by 
Subhuti Dhannananda, Ph.D. 356 pps. 
Institute for Traditional Medicine, 2442 
SE Shennan SL, Portland, OR 97214. 
Distributed by Shya Publications, P.O. 
Box 541, Santa Fe, NM 87504. 
Paperback, $15.95 

How many times has an American 
herbalist gone into a Chinatown herb 
store in any major North American city 
and stared with awe and inevitable be
wilderment at the array of neatly pack
aged, intriguing patent formulaS dis
played on store shelves? We come 
away with a few products with incom
prehensible Chinese names, another 
item for an herbal collection, or some
thing to tty, based on a cursory knowl
edge of the herbs listed on the label. 

At last there is a truly practical 
guide; a map, if you will, of the myriad 
Chinese patent formulas available to 
Western consumers. Fratkin, and pub
lisher Dharmananda ( a member of the 
HRF Advisory Board), have provided an 
extremely useful service with this valu
ble volume. 

The patent formulas are arranged by 
chapter according to their medicinal 
indications. Covering 274 products, 
each entty provides the pin-yin name, 
and English interpretation, and pin-yin 
literal transliteration of each formula; 
followed by the manufacturer's name 
and location; a brief description of 
indications, according to Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (fCM); next a 
description of the product, form and 
amounts; cautions and a list of 
ingredients by weight or percentage. 
Black and white photos of many of the 

products are included. Appendices 
include descriptions of some Chinese 
herbal formulas manufactured in the 
U.S.; a cross reference list arranged with 
English, Pharmaceutical, Pin-yin, and 
Wades-Giles names, plus the names 
used in the works of Dr. Hong-Yen 
Hsu. Chineses characters are referenced 
in additional lists arranged by Pin-yin 
transliterations, and by English names. 
A glossary of traditional Chinese 
medical terms, index by symptoms, and 
recommended reading append the text 
The book also has a map of locations of 
major Chinese herb factories. And there 
is much more. 

This handy desk reference could 
only be improved by publishing it in an 
edition that would fit neatly in a back 
pocket for sojourns to Chinese herb 
shops. The author and publisher are to 
be commended for this useful publica
tion. -Reviewed by Steven Foster. 

Southern Herb Growing - Hill, 
Madeline and Barclay, Gwen with 
Hardy, Jean. 1987. 196 pps. Hard
bound $29.95. Shearer Publishing, 
406 Post Oak Rd, Fredericksburg, TX 
78624. 

There is probably no one more 
familiar with the world of herb lore than 
the author Madeline Hill and her daugh
ter Gwen Barclay. Since she started 
Hilltop Herb Farm with her late hus
band in 1957, she has been growing 
herbs and preparing some of the most 
delicious and creative dishes imaginable. 
A noted columnist and speaker, Mrs. 
Hill has shared her knowledge with 
countless thousands. Her home, herb 
farm and restaurant have been host to 
thousands of Houstonians, East Texans 
and tourists who have had to patiently 
bide their time on a waiting list for 
months at a time for for reservations to 
eat at Hilltop a few hours north of Hous
ton in the East Texas Pine country. I 
am fortunately one of those people, and 
I can truly declare that one of the most 
delicious and memorable meals I have 
ever eaten was prepared by the authors 
at their farm/restaurant. 

Mrs. Hill's authority with herbs is 
known nationwide; she is a past pres
ident of the Herb Society of America 



and has written often in their publica- Organic Fanning and Gardening. 
tion The Herbarist. She now brings her While not offering as many color The Herb Garden Cookbook 
years of experience and expertise to a photos and illustrations as the Reader's - Hutson, Lucinda 278 pps. 1987. 
wider audience with the long awaited Digest volume, this book may offer Texas Monthly Press, P.O. Box 1569, 
publication of this book. more information, although I have not Austin, TX 78767. Hardcover, 

The book is a real beauty, the bothered to measme the total volume of $19.95. 
quality truly fitting the quality of life text About 150 herbs are covered in This author, with extensive experi-
that Madeline Hill embodies. Replete great detail, with articles on dyes, bath ence as an herb gardener, food consul-
with vivid color photos, it is divided herbs, an extensive guide to growing tant and writer, has turned out a beauti-
into three parts: A Herbal Primer, A herbs {these guys should know!), mak- ful book of delicious Southwestern 
Growing Guide, and Cooking with ing lotions and scents, etc. There are culinary delights. Fantastic, mouth-
Herbs. On a horticultural level and on a dozens of interesting sidebars in the watering recipes that include various 
culinary one as well, one is hard pressed margins with historical footnotes, facts, herbs from the U.S. Southwest that 
to find any herb books that can swpass and tips. don't normally appear in herbals: 
this treasure. Over 130 herbs are shown On the more critical side, one could epazote (Chenopodiwn ambrosioides), 
with specific information on each one. uike issue with this book since it cilantro (Coriandrwn sativwn leaf), 
Dozens of growing tips, climactic doesn't offer any practical information Mex-ican Marigold Mint (Tagetes 
zones, garden layout and planting ideas. on how to prepare herbs for therapeutic Iucida), and Arugula (Eruca vesicara). 
The culinary deparunent includes recipes applications, but this would be consis- Expen gardening tips and recipes 
that add calories just by reading them tent with this publisher's apparent phil- abound with color photos from the 
(Rose Geranium Pound Cake, Rose- osophy of ignoring or at least down- author's own gardens. Recipes include 
mary Orange Pesto, Mushroom Caviar, playing some of the healing properties such delights as Bougainvillea Beet 
Sorrel-Stuffed Mushrooms, Watermelon of herbs. To clarify, traditional folklore Soup, Golden Corn Soup with Roasted 
Salad with Celery-Ginger Cheese), plus uses are mentioned, as well those herbs Pepper Snips and Epazote, Velvety 
a host of incredible main courses. that have been listed in the U.S. Phar- Lemon Verbena Han, Tomatoes 

The best recommendation I can macopeia and the National Formulary. Rellenos, Marigold Mint Vinaigreue, 
make for this book is that you buy two But there is not much information to and Ancho-Oregano-Pecan Butter, to 
(plus the ones for gifts); use one for the guide the layperson on how to make name a few. 
coffee table as this is the perfect coffee herbal teas of extracts, dosages, etc., for The front cover of the dust jacket 
table book of '87 or '88, and one for the remedial purposes. has a picture of Southwestern food feast 
'citchen and/or garden, where you won't On the other hand, there seems to that is so well photostyled and colorful 
mind getting a few drops of ginger-soy be a predictably conservative position enough to render it fit for framing! 
sauce or compost on the beautiful with regard to herb safety. There are With the increased interest in South-
pages! -Reviewed lTy Mark plenty of warnings and caveats. For western cuisine happening all over the 
Blwnenthal. example, for Rodale to "buy into" the country, one only wonders how the pub-

conventional myth of the toxicity of lisher could miss the oppornmity to 

tbJ/bJ/bJ/bJ/bJ 
sassafras tea is regrettable, as any herb- target the book toward this market by 
alist, informed phannacognocist, or using such a generic title. "The South-
Appalachian dweller can attest Also, a western Herb Garden Cookbook" would 

Rodale's Illustrated 
fairly well-known and widely used herb have been more appropriate. The book 

Encyclopedia of Herbs - Claire 
like Chaparral appears to be missing, as has a special section on Mexican herbs 

I are the newly emerging popular herbs, and an extensive source directory for 
Kowalchik & William H. Hylton, eds. 

Milk Thistle and Ginkgo. But most of information, seeds, supplies, etc. This 
545 pps. 1987. Rodale Press, 33 E. 

the "standard herbs" are well covered. is both an expert herb gardener's book 
Minor St, Emmaus, PA 18098. Hard-

As new botanicals keep entering the and a guide for gourmet chefs, and will 
cover $24.95. (Phone orders call toll marketplace, it becomes a publisher's most likely find itself either in the 
free: 1/800/527-8200.) nightmare to maintain an exhaustive garden or in the kitchen, as opposed to 

It is debatable whether the herb list of herbs. The best one can do is try languishing forgotten on some 
literature of the English language needs 

to be comprehensive, which this Ency- bookshelf! 0 
yet another herbal. So many are already 

clopedia surely is. 
available. I fmd it unavoidable to make What is truly remarkable about this 
a comparison between Rodale's lllus- book, is the fact that Editor Kowalchik 
trated Encyclopedia of Herbs to last 

has done such a superb job - an 
year's publication of Reader's Digest's especially noteworthy achievement for Errata - In our last issue Magic and Medicine of Plants, which is someone who had no previous exper- (HerbaiGram 13), I consistently certainly a hard act to follow. After all, ience with herbs before receiving this misspelled Dr. Xavier Lozoya's Reader's Digest has vast publishing assignment! For $24.95, this is a name in my special report on th8 
esources and reaches literally millions worthwhile investment for an entry Economic Botany Conference, 
of people. But then, so does Rodale level casual herb browser or an advanced for which I apologize. - R. MeG. 
Press, publishers of Prevention and serious student - Reviewed by Mark 

Blwnenthal 
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ETHNOBIOLOGV UPDATE: 
An Emerging Science of Varying Specialities 
By Rob McCaleb · 

Ethnobiology is the srudy of the interaction between 
people and other organisms. Its primary focus is on the use of 
plants and animals (and their products) by various cultures. 
The subject is very broad and defies Sbict definition, but 
usually involves anthropologists and biologists worlcing to
gether to srudy cultural use of natural materials. Ethnobotany, 
which forms much of the subject matter in HerbalGram, is a 
major part of the larger field Last summer, the Society of 
Ethnobiology published a special issue of their Journal of 
Ethnobiology (6 (1)), which is the best overview of the subject 
fve seen. Steven Weber, President of the Society of Ethno
biology explains: 

"There was a time when zoologists and botanists would be 
asked to contribute their expertise to the identification of bi~ 
logical materials derived from ethnographic and archaeological 
contexts without being expected to have any great insight into 
the research orientation as a whole. Nowadays, it is more 
usual for specialists to take an active role in model and hypo
thesis building that blends methods, concepts and models drawn 
from both anthropology and biology." 

"Science may have begun 
with generalists who sought 
to know much about their 
world, and evolved toward 
specialists who pursued 
deeper understanding of 
finer details of a single 
field.9J 

One of the recurring themes in HerbalGram is the inter
disciplinary nature of the srudy of medicinal plants. Anthro
pologists or archaeologists working with botanists can discover 
which plants were used by a particular culture. After precise 
identification by a taxonomist, a phytochemist may srudy the 
chemistry of the plants, while pharmacognocists or ptUuma
cologists srudy the effects of the plants or their chemicals on 
animals, etc. Science may have begun with generalists who 
sought to know much about their world, and evolved toward 
specialists who pursued deeper understanding of fmer details of 
a single field. There is now a trend toward more generalization 
in some fields. Of course, ethnobiologists are specialists in a 
more general field, but their work almost always involves 
specialists to accomplish those important details. But I 
digress. 

The Special Issue continues with an article by HRF 
Advisory Board member Dr. Robert Bye concerning voucher 
specimens (pp. 1-8). Voucher specimens (such as a herbarium 
sheet) provide a permanent record of the precise identity of an 
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organism under study. "The material preserved is a sample of 
the organism or population that is actually srudied ... is ade
quate for identification and is deposited in an institution where 
it is cared for and made available to researchers ... essential data 
collected with the sample are physically associated with the 
specimen ... and the archival report (published or unpublished) 
makes reference to the voucher specimen .... The voucher 
specimen serves to verify the identification, to update the 
identification and nomenclature, and to provide additional data, 
especially as techniques advance or if the study is not 
repeatable." 

After further underscoring the importance of voucher 
specimens, Dr. Bye describes the categories, preparation, 
deposition and citation of the specimens. The article stresses 
that the specimen must be available to researchers at a 
repository which will preserve it properly. It is important to 
contact the repository before collecting specimens to obtain 
specific directions on the proper preparation of the sample to 
meet their specifications. Once a specimen is accepted as a 
permanent part of a collection, the location and specific 
identifying number of the sample should be included in the 
published report so the researchers can study the specimen if 
necessary. 

H you think we have problems, consider the preservation 
of animal specimens. Dr. A. M. Rea (San Diego Natural 
History Musewn) makes a fervent plea for better handling of 
archaeofaunal specimens (old bones, mostly). It seems that 
tossing fragile and ancient bones into plastic bags is the typical 
practice for archaeologists unaware of how this compromises 
the samples. Dr. Rea advises, "Each bone should be wrapped 
carefully in cotton or some fine paper. (A soft paper 11.5 X 
11.5 em, excellent for this purpose, is commercially available, 
in rolls, plain or scented; it is available on virtually every 
archaeological dig)." (pp. 9-18) 

Dr. H. V. Kuhnlein (another HRF Advisor) reports on 
food sample collection for nutrient analysis (pp. 19-25). Since 
food composition tables do not typically include all foods in 
the diets of local cultures, only nutrient analysis can provide 
understanding of the nutritional status of cultures under srudy. 
This article describes the proper collection and preservation of 
food samples {drying for mineral analysis, freezing for vitamin 
analysis, etc.). 

V. L. Bohrer (SW Ethnobotanical Enterprises) presents a 
brief history of Ethnobotany (pp. 2743), reflecting on the 
"meteoric growth of our discipline". She traces the study of 
maize from 1942 to the present; the history of flotation to 
recover vegetal remains from adobe bricks, dirt, trash mounds 
and pits; and the analysis of charcoal (from cooking fires) and 
feces to define what plants were eaten, and those used for fuel. 
Commenting on the interd&:iplinary nature of the subject, she 
contends, "The compartmentalization of knowledge into fixed 
disciplines works against the creation of an ethnobotanist The 
time needed to acquire a dual background often proves excessive 
unless one begins as an undergraduate. It is nonetheless 



HERBALGRAM CLASSIFIED ADS 

' Forthefirsttime, beginning with No. 15 (Winter88), Herba/Gramwill accept 
advertising for infonnational and educational services and products; charts, 
posters, newsletters, organizations, books, tapes, seminars, coorrespon
dence courses, data bases, videos, etc. 

Rates: $1.25 per word; $35.00 minimum. 
Deadline for next issue, February 15, 1988. 

Contact Mary Adams, P.O. Box 12006, Austin, TX 78711. 512/331-4244. 

We will not accept advertising for any firms or products that are of a medicinal, culi
nary, or horticultural nature; informational and/or educational services only. The 
Herba/Gram staff reserves the right to determine suitability of advertisments and ad 
copy. 

ETHNOBIOLOGY 
from previous page 

.;SSential to develop the interdisciplinary vocabulary and theoretical understanding that 
allows one to read the literature directly, for therein lies a rich reservoir of ideas and a 
bridge to alleviate misunderstanding." 

Of course, etlmobotany goes beyond archaeology and botany. In fact, the pre
historic focus of this etlmobotanical history is only one of many possible specializa
tions within the field. Perhaps Dr. Bohrer would be as unfamiliar with the horticultur
al and pharmacological aspects of my own ethnobotanical pursuits as I am with 
archaeology. 

Dr. E. Elisabetsky (U. Federal do Para) covered ethnopharmacology, a more 
familiar topic to most HerbaiGram readers. "New directions in ethnopharmacology" 
(pp.121-128). "must be concerned with more than the recording and preservation of 
folk knowledge of plant and animal species with biodynamic compounds. Native 
concepts of disease and illness, collection and preparation procedures, religious and 
ceremonial contexts, etc. must also be studied and understood. Such additional 
information will aid in identifying prototype drugs as well as their development and 
return to the indigenous cultures from which they came." The author joins many 
professionals in the field in urging the application of ethnopharmacology discoveries 
to the development of low cost medicine. In many cultures, low-tech crude drugs or 
standardized galenical preparations make more sense than the Western-style synthetics 
and high-tech purified plant chemicals. Dr. Elizabetsky stresses that "ethnobotanists, 
botanists, chemists, pharmacologists and anthropologists should work together" to 
achieve "(I) the preservation of knowledge that would be otherwise lost because of the 
abrupt urbanization and development.,. throughout the world; (2) the rationalization of 
ethnopharmacological and phytochemical laboratory procedures with a consequent 
reduction of investments and a greater possibility to develop low cost medicines; and 
(3) the promotion of understanding of the impact and possible damage that a careless 
md negligent use of allopathic medical care may have upon native populations that 
.:omprise the bulk of the planet's population." I hope this glimpse into ethnobiology 
will inspire some of you to attend the Society's meeting in Mexico next Spring (see 
Calendar). 0 

POTPOURRI 

U.S. Secretary of Education 
Recognizes AccredHing 
Agency for Naturopathic 
Education 

After a decade-long campaign led by 
Seattle's John Bastyr College, U.S. 
Secretary of Education William Bennett 
formally approved U. S. government 
recognition of the Council on Naturo
pathic Medical Education (CNME) as a 
single-purpose accrediting agency for 
naturopathic medical programs. This is 
the first major accredition in the bur
geoning health care movement 

Practical benefits of CNME 
recognition and accreditation include 
student access to Guaranteed Student 
Loans; access of institutions to federal 
research and institutional grant pro
grams; eligibility for charitable giving 
from private foundations and corporate 
donors of funds; increased credibility for 
efforts to expand naturopathic licensure 
and insurance coverage; and facilitation 
of new colleges. Naturopathic doctors 
receive a four-year education that in
cludes extensive emphasis on herbs and 
natural foods as materia medica. 

Winds Scar Kew Gardens 
Hurricane-force winds which deva

stated London in October forever altered 
the appearance of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens laid out in Kew more than 200 
years ago. In just a few hours 500 to 
1,000 trees were torn from the ground, 
while many more were badly damaged 
and may have to be cut down. It is not 
so much the number of trees uprooted, 
but the devastation of Kew's scientific 
collection that is the greatest loss, says 
spokeswoman Christine Brandt, for 
there is no quick means of replacing 
mature trees in such variety. 
(AP!Austin American-Statesman, 
October 20 '87).0 
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r~ LETTERS 

I just wanted to write and let you 
know how much I value your publica
tion HerbalGram. It fills one of our 
greatest needs. which is to extract from 
lhe scientific literature valuable infor
mation and deliver it in a readable way. 
I keep every copy for future use and 
index much of the specific write-ups. 

I am a great promoter of your 
publication because it provides a 
necessary link between so many phases 
of herbs. 

Holly H. Shimizu 
Curator, The National Herb Garden 
United States Aboretwn 
Washington, D.C. 

Just recently, in a newsletter put 
out by the The Herb Research Founda
tion, called HerbalGram, I read that 
plantars warts could be removed by tap
ing the white side of banana peel to the 
plantar wart, replacing the peel once a 
day. 

My son, aged 13, has had a large 
and painful plantar wart on the bottom 
side of his foot, ever growing these last 
two years until it finally got to about 
two inches wide and one inch long. He 
could not run because pressure was 
painful. We taped some ripe banana peel 
to his foot, the white side, covered it 
with waterproof tape. Five days later, 
the tape and peel was removed, the wart 
was trimmed and then rubbed with a 
pumice stone to remove the dead tissue. 
We replaced the banana peel and tape, 
and five days later, repeated the 
trimming process. The plantar wart 
was slightly reduced in size, and over 
the next three months, disappeared. 
Two treatments accomplished this 
therapy. I highly recommend it 

Jeanne Rose 
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At the time when our course on 
Plants and American Health Care is 
being offered this fall, HerbalGram is a 
boost to the spirit of the course and to 
the students. There are so many timely 
news and write-ups, and other goodies, 
about herbs in one single place, which 
you cannot find anywhere else. 

As a plant taxonomist/pharmcog
nosist, HerbalGram gives me an un
beatable source of information on cu
rent happenings on herbs. Congratula
tions for a most informative and current 
newsletter, and keep up the excellent 
work. 

Djaja Doel Soejarto, PhD. 
Program for Collaborative Research 
in the Pharmaceutical Sciences 
University of lllinois at Chicago 

I have truly enjoyed the first year's 
subscription which came through 
membership in HRF. Articles such as 
Dr. Tyler's on Plant Drugs in the 21st 
Century (#11, Winter 86), are superb 
and precisely what the herb industry 
needs; scientific expertise and creden
tials. I look forward to coming issues. 

Jacqueline Swift 
Rainbow's End Herbs 
Buffalo, NY 

I have joined the Herb Research 
Foundation, and will be a more 
informed herb-monger than before. By 
the way, did you read Discover 
magazine, February issue of this year? 
There is a terrific article, "A New 
Prescription: Mind over Malady" (pp 51-
61), that validates what holistic 
practitioners have known all along; the 
mind's participation in healing. 

Also the September issue of 
National Geographic '86 had a large 
article on the sense of smell and a 
"scratch and sniff' test that I thought 
held a lot of relevance to the growers 
and merchants of aromatic plants and 
oils. The importance of olfaction is a 
newly emerging science that will have 

distinct ramifications for the herb world. 
If those olfactory cells are the only cells 
of the body that are exposed to the 
outside world and are the only nerve 
cells capable of regeneration, hey, that's 
gotta mean something big as far as our 
survival is concerned. With the recent 
research involving female fertility and 
smell, it doesn't take a huge mental 
giant to see the possibility to envision 
an aromatherapy approach to the 
infertility scene. 

Barbara Bobo 
Woodspirits Herb Shop 
St. Paris, Ohio 0 

MARKET 
frompage2 

Supply of Roses, Red and Pink, is 
shortened because of new demand from 
Europe. The minimal crop from East 
Europe of Calcatripae, Cyani, and 
Spina Christi is long since sold out 
to manufacturers, and the first 
shipments have only just arrived here. 
Cones from the Pacific Northwest 
have been unavailable because of the 
crackling dry summer there. 

Wood chips, which many 
manufacturers looked to as a cheap 
filler, are being dyed to serve, not as 
filler, but as a source of color to replace 
hard-to-fmd flowers. (And manufacturers 
are accepting the dyed wood ships are 
not all that cheap.) 

The market's message to all buyers 
is to get some projections from sales 
and commitments from the president 
and contract right now for your needs 
through the end of 1988. 0 

Hathaway is Publisher of The Herb 
Magazine and Sales Manager for 
Botanicals lntemational 



HerbaiGram "BackPacks" 
A collection of all HerbaiGram back issues 

13 Issues In all ... while they last ... only $55.00 for a $82.50 value - Save over 33«'.k! 
Issues include ongoing Msrlcet Report, Rob'• Re.esrch 
Reviews (glimpses of studies published in o~~er a dozen scientific and 
technical journals), Access, Book Reviews, Calendar, Legs/ 
&nd Regulatory, Herb Blurbs and Potpourri cc/umns. 

#1 - Summer 83. (4 pages) Cootains: Eucalyptus Repels 
Fleas, Stones Koalas; FDA OTC Panel Reviews Menstrual &. Aphrodisiac 
'lerbs; Tabasco Toxicity?; Garlic Odor Repels Deer; and more. 

#2 - FaiVWlnter 83-84. (8 pages) Contains: Appeals 
:owt Overrules FDA on Food Safety; FDA Magazine Pans Herbs; Beware 
>f Bay Leaves; Tiny Tree: Cancer Cure?; Ccmfrey Tea Recall; and more. 

#3 - Spring 84. (8 pages) Contains: Celestial Sells to Kraft; 
1owers &. Dinosaur Demise?; Cilrus Peels for Kitty Litter; Saffron; Anti· 
~aacrial Sassafras; WHO Srudies Anti-fenility Plants; Orinesc Herbal 
)rugs; Feverfew For Migraines; Ginseng as Cash Crop; and more. 

#4 - November 84 (Vol. 1, #4). (12 pages) Contains: 
~ebuual to FDA Article; Medicinal Effects of Eggplant Leaves; 
\yurvedic Medicine for Sciatica & Anhritis; Coffee and Iron Absorption; 
)ynlhetic Garlic; Lethal Chocolate Chips; Alternative Approaches to 
:out; and more. 
' #S - Spring 85 (Vol. 2, #1). (12 pages) Cootains: FDA 
ucs GNC; Herbalife v.s. FDA; Hcri> Traden Beware; Onions & 
lypoglyccmic Compound; Fenugreek Reduces Insulin Need?; Blade Walnut 
.tepels Aeas; Psyllium Allergy; Willow Tree Rooting Compound; 
( ohimbine for- Sexual Therapy; Parsley Reviewed; The Sciences of Heros; 
,ioothing Chamomile; Ele•nhero &. lhe liver; and more. 

#6 - Summer 85 {Vol. 2, #2). (12 pages) Contains: Desert 
'lants for Future Foods?; Hispanic Folk Medicines; Ginger for Motion 
iiclmess; Ipecac Abuse; Toxic Clove Cigarettes; New Hctbal Sweetener; 
" ·· · •.s &. Ulcers; Milk: 1bistle Extracts; Ginseng For liver damage; and 

#7 - Fall 85 (Vol. 2, #3). (12 pages) Contains: Fund for 
1erb Safety Review; Scullcap Substitution; Therapeutic Gingko Trees; 
:Jinseng & Potmcy; Dahlia as New Sweetener; Herbal Cures for- Heroin & 
)plum; American Ginseng Harvest; Jojoba v .s. IRS; Arornatherapy for 
itrcss; Bloodroot in Oral Hygiene; and more. 

#8 - Winter 86 (Vol. 2. #4). (12 pages) Cootains: Call for 
Jovcmment-sponsored Natural Drug Research, by Dr. Jim Duke; Gin~eng 

~ Ageing; Chinese Herbs Treat Altitude Sickness; Sweet Wormwood for 
tl:alaria; Feverfew for Arthritis?; Coca Leaf Tea; and more. 

19 - Spring 86 {Vol. 3, #1). (12 pages) Conlains: 
Canadian Expert Panel Makes Hcri> Use Recommendations; Herbal 
Bibliographic Service; Methods in Phytochemisuy; Valerian's Value; 
Feverfew Fever; Faulty HeJbal "Scare" Articles; Juicy Jaborandi; and more. 
Rcccmmcnded Reading Reprints : "Medicinal Plants in Therapy" by 
Professor Norman R. Famsworth; "Hetbal Waur Purifu:atiao?" by Dr. Jim 
Duke. 

#10 - Summer/Fall 86 {Vol. 3, #2). (16 pages) Contains: 
Major FDA Policy Shift on Herbs; FDA Hints at Traditional Foods 
Category; Olemobyl limits Supplies, Raises Prices; Garlic Studied for 
Obesity & Meningitis; Guar Gum for Diabetes; Tumor Inhibitor in 
Licorice; Anti-cancer Effut of Mistletoe and & Turmeric; Anti-fat Effut of 
Ollcory; Seventh North American Ginseng Coofcrence; Phumaceutical 
Company O!edcs Chinese Herbs; and more. Special Report: Overview eX 
Spice Marlceting. 

#11 - Winter 87 {Number 11). (16 pages) Contains: Plant 
Drugs in 1he 21st Century, a special reprint by Professor Varro E. Tyler; 
Biologists Race to Save Tropical Rain Forests; Herbalife Drops Dong Quai 
& Kava; Narural Blood Thinners; OUnese Antitumor Plants; Licorice 
Effectiveness; Tea, Tannins, Tooth Decay; Helbal Gout Remedy for Severe 
Cinhosis; Banana Peel for Plantar's Warts; $2.68 Millioo for Plant Cancer 
Cures; B<unical Gardens to Grow Chinese Herbs; Guargooix>la Pasta?; 
Chinese Herb Improves Oxygen Delivery; and more. 

#U - Spring tr7 {Number U). (16 pages) Contains: Ayur
veda, lhe Traditional Herbal Medicine of India; Falher Nature• a Fannacy; 
Yarrow; Legal Update; Industry Standards; Thai Medicinal Plants; Herbal 
Dream Inducer, Ritual Mate Drinking; Mexican Vanilla Revisited; 
Eleuthero and Soviet Athletes; Ginseng Growing GroW1; and more. 

#13 - Summer 87 (Number U). (16 pages) Coruains:The 
Economic Significance of Herbs; Swedish Court Ruling in Evening 
Primrose Oil; Court N"axes FDA DAlS; Society for Ecatcmic Botany 
Symposium on lhe Investigation of Folk Medicine; Anti-inflammatory 
Rutin; Ginseng Anti-aging Effect; Anti-diabetic Hops; Mugwort Bugs 
Insccu; Immune-enhancing Effects of Ginseng; Anti-Ulcer Aa.ivity of 
Gennandcr; Laurd Harvesting; Saikosaponin For Kidney Disease; Cllinese 
Heros Going American; Mexican Herbs Thrive in Texas; Native Plant 
Survey Being Condllded; Mesquite Pods: Future Food?; Possible Cancer 
Cure: Yew Can Be Barking Up lhe Right T~!; and more. 

--------------------- -------------------, ~ H ""A'Tf"! Please send me the following back issues of HerbalGram. I r,. ERBJ-\.lURAM] (#1 - #6) $5.00 each (#7 -12) $7.50 each I 

Quantity Issue Number(s) 

BackPacks (AII13 back issues) 
(Foreign orders: Please add postage 

Price 

$55.00 
10.00) 

Herbs/Gram Subscription 
1 year (4 issues) $18.00 
2 years (8 issues) $33.00 
3 years (12 issues) $45.00 
(Foreign subscriptions please add $10.00 for postage.) 

Subtotal 

Name, institution or company ____________________ Phone# ______ _ 

City/State/Zip ________________________ Country ______ _ 

Please make checks payable to Herba/Gram. Send to: Herbs/Gram. P.O. Box 12006, Austin, TX 78711, USA 
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HERB RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

PURPOSE 
The Herb Research FolUldarion is a non-profit research and educational organiza

tion dedicated to raising funds for research, and providing reliable research data to mem
bers, the public, and the press. We believe there is a great potential for encouraging and 
directing research on common botanicals, and increasing the quality of information 
available on herbs as ·medicines, foods, and cosmetics. 

HERBALGRAM 
Members receive HerbaJGram, the official publication of the Herb Research FolUl

darion. HerbaJGram presents reviews of research from the world's tedmical press, 
follows legal events involving herbal products, and reports on media coverage of herbs. 
Members can access in-depth information on herbs through low-cost HRF literature searches. 

STRUCTURE 
The Herb Research Folmdarion is an independent non-profit organization supported 

by grants and member-ships, governed by an independent Board of Directors, and guided 
by an advisory board that includes some of the leading plant researchers and educators 
in the world. 

OBJECTIVES 
• To encourage and support research on herbal folk medicines, herbal teas, and 

other herbal products. 
• To publish and disseminate accurate research information to other researchers and 

the public. 
• To provide a forum for discourse and cooperation between herbalists, physicians, 

health food advocates, and scientists. 
• To serve as a reliable soruce of information on medicinal plants and herbal 

products for the public and the press. 
• To form a liason between the American herbal movement, and the world-wide 

scientific community. 

HRF ADVISORY BOARD 
Dr. Glenn Appelt 

Professor of Pharmacology 
Dr. John A. Beutler 

Natural Products Chemist 
Dr. Robert A Bye, Jr. 

Professor of Ethnobotany 
Dr. Subhuti Dharmananda 

Director, Institute for 
Traditional Medicine 

Dr. James A. Duke 
Plant Taxonomist 

Dr. Richard I. Ford 
Professor of Ethnobotany 

Dr. Harriet Kuhnlein 
Professor of Nutrition 

Dr. Walter Lewis 
Professor of Biology 

Dr. Albert l..elUlg 
Pharmacognosist 

Dr. Ara Der Marderosian 
Profesosr of Pharmacognosy 

Dr. C. Dwayne Ogzewalla 
Professor of Pharmacognosy 

Dr. James Ruth 
Professor of Medical Chemistry 

Dr. E. John Staba 
Professor of Pharmacognosy 

Dr. V arro E. Tyler 
Professor of Pharmacognosy 

Dr. Phil Weber 
Medical Doctor 

r----------------------------------------1 
I YES, I want to support herbal research! Please enter my application for membership in the Herb Research Foundation. I understand that my membership I 
1 includes a one-year subscription to Herba/Gram. I 

I Name Title/Affiliation I 
I I 
1 Address City StatefZip 1 

I Category: _ Business _Researcher _Journalist _Conswner _Other I 
I I 
1 Please circle choice of membership: • Individual - $25 • Institutional - $50 • Commercial - $200 1 
I • Supporting - $1000 • Sponsor - $2000 (Sponsors will be listed in HRF publications.) I 
I Please detach membership form and mail with check to: Herb Research Foundation, P.O. Box 2602 I 
I Longmont. co 80501 MEMBERSHIP FORM -14 I 
L-----------------Phon.!._3~449-~5.:._ _________________ _J 
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